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first Model 60s were beautifully made, with a
bright high-polish stainless steel finish on the
frame, barrel, cylinder, hammer and trigger.
However, the steel used in the trigger and ham-
mer was not sufficiently hardened to withstand
steady use. In 1966, those parts were case hard-
ened, producing a darker appearance.

In late 1966, the high polish was abandoned. It
was not only expensive and hard to produce, but it

was considered objectionable by
law enforcement. So, the gun

then
received
a more
subdued

“satin” finish.
Another change

was made

to the hammer
and trigger, giving

them a flash chrome
plating after they were

hardened. This is the fin-
ish on those parts made

today. The satin finish began at
approximately serial number 490,001. In
1969, instead of melding the Model 60
serial numbers in with Model 36 produc-
tion, the Model 60 got its own serial num-
ber series, beginning with R-1.

All Model 60s produced have been
based on the Smith & Wesson J-frame,
which is S&W-speak for “small frame

designed for the five-shot .38s.” In later years, the
frame was beefed up (J magnum frame) so that
the little gun could handle the powerful .357
Magnum round as well as .38 Specials. 

Although most Model 60s were equipped with
fixed sights and round butts, some adjustable-
sighted and square-butt versions were produced.
The Model 60 soon had some stainless brothers,
the Model 640 (Centennial J-frame, no external
hammer) and the Model 649 (Bodyguard J-frame,
shrouded external hammer). A 9mm Centennial-
style version has also been made. A special ver-
sion called the “Ladysmith” was designed for the
female market. The two-inch barrel has been the
standard (actually, these barrels measure out a bit
shorter), but longer lengths up to five inches have
been produced. Some ported-barrel models have
been made as special order for different distribu-
tors. Some recent production has been with a two-
piece (shrouded) barrel. 

The first wood stocks had the classic distinc-
tive central “diamond” patterning of checkering.
Later production eliminated the diamond in the
center. The original wood stocks were replaced
in recent production with Uncle Mike’s and
Hogue rubber combat stocks. Less elegant,

perhaps, but better for handling the recoil
of .38 Special +P and .357 Magnum

loads. While many aftermarket grips
improve the handling of the Model 60,

most sacrifice the concealability of
the little handgun, its main reason

for being. A compromise con-
sists of equipping the factory-

stocked revolver with a grip
adapter to fill the space

behind the trigger guard
and giving the user more
to hang on to. Some
bobbed-hammer varia-
tions have been noted.
A controversial inter-
nal “storage lock“
was added in 2001,
exposing an “ugly
hole” just above the
cylinder release. 

Revolutionary at
its introduction, the
Model 60 became
the example for hun-

dreds of other
firearms to use stain-
less steel in their man-
ufacture. Today, Smith

& Wesson stainless revolvers
are much more common than their carbon steel
counterparts. The Model 60 was a milestone, and
as such, is a truly classic handgun!
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